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O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. XSLT is a powerful language for transforming XML documents into something else. That
something else can be an HTML document, another XML document, a Portable Document Format
(PDF) file, a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) file, a Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) file,
Java code, or a number of other things. You write an XSLT stylesheet to define the rules for
transforming an XML document, and the XSLT processor does the work. As useful as XSLT is, its
peculiar characteristics make it a difficult language in which to get started. In fact, newcomers are
often a little dazed on first contact. Learning XSLT offers a hands-on introduction to help them get
up to speed with XSLT quickly. The book will help web developers and designers understand this
powerful but often mystifying template-driven and functional-styled language, getting them over
the many differences between XSLT and the more conventional programming languages. Learning
XSLT moves smoothly from the simple to complex, illustrating all aspects of XSLT 1.0 through step-
by-step examples that you ll practice as you work through the book. Thorough in its coverage of the
language,...
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This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffr y Tr om p-- Jeffr y Tr om p

I just started o  reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth looking at. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask me).
-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey
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